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Unnatural™ Iron Spectre™

Tombstone Island

TO ASSEMBLE PARTS: 
Snap the ball into the widest part 
of the socket as shown. 

Socket
Ball

TO DISASSEMBLE PARTS: 
Bend at joint and pop ball out of 
socket. (Easier than pulling straight out!)

To build your most powerful 
IRON SPECTRE warrior, first 
snap the hip piece onto the 
chest piece.  Then YOU DECIDE 
which weapons, armor, and 
body parts to add on! 
HINT: As you build, it may be 
easier to assemble the arms and 
legs before you snap them into 
the figure's torso.

Unnatural™/Iron Spectre™
UNNATURAL™>> Grisly breed of 
mythical creatures, zombies, and skeletons. 
Known for hideous appearance and general lack 
of manners. Likes: lurking in shadows and 
attacking unsuspecting travelers. Dislikes: fuzzy 
happy bunnies. Favorite haunt: fogs of 
Tombstone Island.

IRON SPECTRE™>>
Ghostly keepers of ancient castles and 
ruined forts. Known to take possession 
of abandoned suits of armor. Bound to 
the living world by debts, vows, or 
vengeance, they cannot pass through 
walls like other spirits. Ghoulishly 
witty, they terrify the occasional 
tourist by appearing without a head.

™

Average Height>>
Average Weight>>
Strength Type>>
Endurance Type>>
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other
leg

other
arm

Stick the XEVOZ 
CHAMPION 
STICKERS™ on your 
figure as shown, matching 
the numbers and colors to 
the parts. You decide 
where to stick the rest!

CUSTOMIZE IT!

other hands

other feet

AGES 6+
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    Want an even more powerful warrior?  
Check out  XEVOZ.COM

KIT# 25

other
heads

step 1
• Push in the 
  spring-loaded 
  side of randomizer 
  with the end of 
  your BATTLE 
  HELIX.
step 2
• Set the other 
  end of your 
  BATTLE HELIX 
  in place.
step 3
• Press button 
  to roll!

To use the mechanical
BATTLE HELIX™ Randomizer:

1

Troubleshooting: If your
BATTLE HELIX is not 
spinning, make sure that it is lined up and
the end caps are in place.

2

3

To remove BATTLE HELIX,
reverse above steps.


